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QUESTION: 54
What is the minimum space between channels in the 2.4GHz range to prevent overlap?

A. 1 channel
B. 3 channels
C. 5 channels
D. 7 channels

Answer: C

QUESTION: 55
What is a requirement for the Dashboard > Traffic Analysis window on the Aruba
Mobility Master (MM) to show data?

A. Airmatch and ClientMatch must be enabled.
B. The solution must have active PEFNG licenses.
C. Firewall policies must include application filtering rules.
D. WLANs must use the decrypt-tunnel forwarding option.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 56
Refer to the exhibit.

Network administrators need to set up a WLAN that uses WPA2 encryptio and
authenticates users with a preshared key (PSK) that is the same for all users.
Administrators do not see where they should specify the option for the preshared key.
What should the administrators do?

A. Click Personal in the slide bar.
B. Clisk the + icon in the Authentication server section
C. Return to the first page in the wizard and select the guest option
D. Configure an L3 authentication profile after the WLAN wizard is complete

Answer: A

QUESTION: 57
A company has an Aruba Mobility Master (MM)-based solution with a WLAN that

assigns users to VLANs 10–19. The company wants the Aruba solution to act at Layer 3
to route wireless user traffic. What must network administrators configure to permit the
solution to forward traffic correctly?

A. VLAN 10–19 interfaces and proper IP settings on the MM nodes
B. trunk ports that support VLANs 10–19 on the managed Mobility Controllers (MCs)
C. VLAN 10–19 interfaces on the Mobility Controllers (MCs) as the default gateway for
wireless users
D. trunk ports that support VLANs 10-19 on the MM nodes

Answer: C
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